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1.

FOREWORD
This guide has the purpose to instruct the installer to the wiring realization of a hotel automation system and to the related configuration of the essential parameters needed to its correct working.
In the next pages of this document, all the necessary precautions and instructions will be
given for the optimal realization of the plant : starting from the constrains of the building
works, through the practical wiring , up to the illustration of the meaning of all menus' management software icons and their use, therefore allowing the realization of a complete hotel
management system with optimal performances.

2.

GENERALITY
The hotel management system of AVE (Domina Hotel) has been designed, tested and
approved to comply to the current European Rules and Regulations as regards the realization
of electric wiring systems. Besides the respect of the current rules, all the electric wiring
arrangements must be respected, starting from suggestions for the realization of the building
works until the information about the configuration of the system, that will be described in
the following paragraphs.

3.

INSTALLATION NOTES
For the correct realization of a hotel management system, it is important to consult the
standards for electrical installations in buildings, such as:
BS 7671, the 17th Edition of the IEE Wiring Regulations and Building Regulations.
(note: you should be aware that this guide does not ensure compliance with the Building
Regulations of your Country; you shall always consult the relevant regulations to ensure
compliance).

4.

BUILDING WORKS (CONSTRUCTION SITES)
A correct positioning of the electrical devices and equipment during the building works, such
as the placement of the flush distribution boxes and the plastic flexible conduits, simplifies
and accelerates the subsequent operations of wiring and installation of the system. It is
strongly recommended, and necessary, to follow all the described installation rules as here
below:

4.1 Flush mounting boxes for devices
The flush mounting boxes for the accommodation of the devices must be installed in
the wall so that the resultant useful internal depth for the devices housing is much as
possible: this will make the following wiring operations easier. It is mandatory the use
of rectangular boxes cod. AVE 2503MG for concrete wall and 253CG for hollow wall,(
83.5 mm screw fixing centers ) .
Transponder card readers
The flush mounting boxes suitable to these devices must be typically to a 110 cm
height from the floor positioned, and plastic flexible conduits both for the bus cabling
and for the electrical loads must come in sideward on the box bottom.
Room thermostat
The flush mounting boxes suitable to these devices, must be typically to a 150 cm
height from the floor positioned, and plastic flexible conduits both for the bus cabling
and for the electrical loads must sideward on the box bottom come in. For the position-
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ing of these boxes, with the aim to guarantee a correct detection of the environment
temperature of the thermostat, some precautions must be respected and, in particular,
the boxes for the thermostats must never be positioned:
 on the outer walls
 In front of windows/transparent doors or in direct solar radiation areas
 Next to and/or in front of fan-coils, radiators, water heaters
 Close to heating pipes and/or conditioning pipes or on walls that could be heated

4.2 Flush distribution boxes for room control units
The flush mounting boxes provided for the housing of the control units must be of
such dimensions as to ensure the installation of a switchboard of 12 DIN modules
(minimum), placed in an area of the board that can be later inspected.
A separation between the bus cables (SELV) and main supply to the loads (LV) must
always be guaranteed.
Also the common area control units can be installed inside cabinets or switchboards
that, anyway, can be later inspected.
Also in the case of installation in switchboard, a separation between the bus conductors and cables (SELV) and the main supply lines to the loads (LV) must be guaranteed. A right dimensioning of the box has to be done so that a correct ventilation of
the room control unit can be guaranteed. Too tight and narrow spaces and the presence of amassed electric lead-in-wires can cause an overheating of the device with
failures of the devices as a consequence. It is also recommended that these boxes far
from heat sources and/or from the water pipes installed are.

4.3 Plastic flexible conduits
To make a correct hotel automation wiring installation, must be foreseen connections
between the flush distribution boxes using flexible conduits of such dimension to allow
an easy passing of the cables. The flexible conduits for the passing of the bus cables
(SELV) must be separated from those used for the passing of the cables of the main
supply (LV) keeping the clearances specified by the current regulations. It is also recommended the use of flexible conduits of different colours between SELV and LV so
that it can be possible to identify them again immediately.

5.

AUTOMATION PLANT REALIZATION
The respect of the standards in the realization of electric wiring installations, such as separation between SELV and LV lines and/or correct realization of the lines of communication, reduces testing and checking time and sets at zero the possibilities of failure of the system,
thus it is strongly necessary to follow all the installation rules outlined below in the following
paragraphs.

For plant installations made not in according to what above described,
AVE S.p.A. declines any responsibility for possible failures that may occur
on the hotel management system. AVE S.p.A. besides reserves the faculty
not to provide assistance on installations that are not realized accordingly
to what was listed above or that are not conform to the current rules and
regulations .

5.1 Wiring installation
The electric wiring installation must be realized in conformity with the current standards and moreover all the cables related to the mains supply to the loads (LV) must go
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through the suitable flexible conduits and must not share the flexible conduits reserved
exclusively to the SELV lines (communication bus).
All the minimum cable sections required by the supply of the loads and the maximum
ratings of the different automation device outputs must be respected. If a load output
does not have the suitable requirements (max rated current and/or max applicable
voltage), it is necessary to interpose a relay of support with suitable ratings.
Make the connection to the devices, signals of communication (SELV) and of supply of
the loads (LV), so that they also stay isolated even after the accommodation of the devices in the box, to avoid as much as possible any interference to the communication
bus lines that could be caused by on-off commutation of the loads. This is the reason
why is advisable that the cables for the supply of the loads inside of the boxes (in
which devices are accommodated in) do not turn out to be too long.
5.1.1

Electro door locks
The hotel management room control unit Stand Alone 53GA72TM and the access readers (outdoor card reader 44.GA01-M Or 442GA02 M) are provided
with a specific output (potential free contact) to do work the electro lock used
for the door opening.
To avoid any disturbances that could affect (by the room wiring) the working
of the electro door lock is recommended to foresee a transformer (eg. AVE
cod. 5347-12Vac) to be used exclusively for the management of the electro
door lock. To remove the annoying buzzing produced by electro door lock in
alternated current (or to manage electro door lock in direct current - dc) it is
necessary to interpose a “silencer” device between the output and the electro
door lock (cod. GADS01).
For electro door locks supplied in direct current (dc) it is also possible to use,
alternatively to the transformer and a silencer, a stabilised power feeder cod.
53ABAUX12V.

5.1.2

Cabling “occupied Room/ open Window” function on thermostat
The cabling for the detection of the window status, and optionally for the detection of occupied room, must be realized as shown in one of the figure below (fig.1a fig.1b.)
The figure 1a is the typical room wiring where the guest's presence is detected by the indoor transponder reader cod. 44..GA30 - M and, via ARMBus,
communicated to the thermostat.
Although strongly discouraged because of the decay of available information
for the room, it is possible using the configuration shown in figure 1b in case
the room has, as presence device, one “key card switch” cod. 44..GA33. In
this case the status of occupied room is taken directly by the thermostat even
if it is not possible to discriminate which kind of card (guest, chambermaid or
others) is inserted. How one can see from the taken back below scheme, to
realize this configuration is necessary connecting a resistor of 10kOhm /0.25
W in parallel to the output clamps of the device 44.GA33.

Fig. 1a

Fig. 1b
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5.2 BUS COMMUNICATION LINE (ARMBus)
The communication bus with room devices, named ARMBus, is realised by means a
bus cable between room control units (cod.53GA72 TM) and room devices (transponder readers and/or thermostats). Even if it is always recommended to realize the
shortest wiring possible to minimize interferences, following the below specified cabling specifications, it is possible to make a communication line of 100 meters length
(maximum) using the cable CVAVEBUS (or a cable with equivalent electrical characteristics).
The communication bus must be realized by adopting the multi-drop topology normally named “in and out” cabling. Any other installation topology that is adopted
(star, daisy-chain loop, etc.) does not guarantee a correct communication between
the devices and therefore IT IS NOT ADMITTED.
The cabling to be used for the communication between room control unit and room
devices must be prepared by using the RED/ BLACK couple for the supply (RED positive/ BLACK negative) and the GREEN/ BLACK couple for the bus communication
(GREEN for the line A and BLACK for the line B) following the indications in the figure
below.
(1) bus cable cod. CVAVEBUS (2 “twisted” couplee of 0.5mm2) with shield
(2) thermo retractile sheath to insulate a not
used possible shield
(3) skinning of the single threads to 6mm for a
correct housing in the terminal boards

The sleeve (shield) of the CVAVEBUS cable (or an equivalent one) must have electric
continuity over all the line and it must not be connected to the earth of the system
but only to the terminal (GND) on the ARMBus connector of the room control unit.
It must be besides isolated correctly to avoid undue contacts with the screws of the
clamps of the different devices and it must not create loops around to the devices.
IT IS ABSOLUTELY FORBIDDEN to wire the terminal blocks when mounted on the
devices. They must be removed and connected to the unit only after the clamping of
the conductors in order to avoid damages to the internal flat connectors of the terminals. On every room device (transponder card reader and/or room thermostat) must
be subsequently placed into position the small cover (terminals lock) for the connectors “+12V” and bus with the purpose to avoid any accidental loosening.

5.3 Connecting the programmers SCR-ALB (USB)
The programmers cod.SCR-ALBM1 (for cards type Mifare) and cod.SCR-ALB04 (for
cards type 125kHz) are devices that allow to read/write the transponder cards.
From here on, for this guide, the programmers will be named “SCR-ALB” when one reports to one indifferently. The two different codes SCR ALBM1 or SCR ALB04) will be
applied only when specific management will required it.
The programmer SCR-ALB must be connected to the PC Client (computer placed in reception from which the cards will be prepared ) through a cable USB 2.0 supplied into
the packaging with the device. It is not allowed to use cables for the connection different from that supplied in the pacakging and it can not be lengthened (by using an extension cord) if not by means the interposition of a certified HUB-USB with its own indipendent supply source.
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The device is provided with of a ARMBus jack with which is possible to configure
(through the free technical software SFW-ALBTEC downloadable from Ave website) the
different room devices (control unit, readers and thermostats) connecting them directly
to this connector. During the normal working of a standalone system, this jack connector is normally not in use; for this reason must be mechanically protected so it can
not cause short circuits on itself.
The programmer SCR-ALB works in radio frequency for which must not be installed in
the proximity of devices that could produce electromagnetic interferences (router wireless,telephones,cordless,ecc.).
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6.

DEVICES FOR STAND ALONE SYSTEM
In this paragraph will be shown, for each device concerning the hotel management system,
the image of the product (for a simple and immediate identifying) and the name of the signals of every terminal with a summary description of the function performed. Will be moreover illustrated the function performed by every device (display and/or button) that composes
the user interface.

6.1

Room control unit cod.53GA72-TM
The room control unit cod.53GA72 TM is the main device for the automation of hotel
rooms and it is realized in a DIN 4 module enclosure. It is provided of a series of extractable terminal blocks easily detectable since they are of different colours. Besides,
it is supplied with a connector to interface the jack cable to the programmer SCR-ALB
for the programming of the device.

6.1.1

User interface
The code 53GA72 T is equipped with luminous signals (LED) that allow to
give to the user some information. Differently from the other products of the
hotel management system, the room control unit is not provided either of
local buttons or of buzzers. The function performed by these LED is the following:
LED1 (Green): Status of the device feeding. If it is lit with a fixed light it
means that everything is ok. If it flashes it shows that the
battery of the RTC group must be replaced (as under the
minimum working rating) or it is not present.
LED2 (Red): Status of the serial communication. When it lights shows that
at least one device has been detected on the room bus (it
answers to the interrogations). In fact, for every answer received throughout the room bus, the LED lights for 50ms
(ON) and subsequently remains out (OFF) for 150ms (the
frequency of maximum interrogation of the devices on the
bus is equal to five interrogations at second - one every
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200ms). If no device is recognized by the room bus this
LED remains out.

6.1.2

Inputs
The room control unit 53GA72-T is equipped with four filtered inputs for the
detection of the status of potential free contacts (referred to the GND terminal 10 of the upper connector of the control unit) so as be able to perform
some additional operations of the hotel management (base functions are
executed directly by the other devices such as transponder card readers
and/or room thermostats).
The function performed by the four auxiliary inputs is the following:
 Input door opening (terminal 6)
Input for the remote working of the door lock. It is always active independently from the status of the room. It is typically connected to a button of the domestic series positioned on the up part of bed frame. To
every activation of this input the room control unit provides to activate
the timing for the door lock opening (closing relay to terminals 11-12
) and to send the opening command also to the devices implementing
this function (outdoor reader).
At the same time, if the outdoor reader has activated his output of the
lock, the room control unit also provides to activate its own so that it can
be possible cabling the electro door lock of indifferently on the outdoor
reader or on the room control unit.


Input room light (terminal 7)
Used for the status detection of the button which manages the output of
the light room of the control unit. It is actived only when the room is
occupied and is typically connected to a push button of the domestic
series. In these conditions (occupied room), to every activation of the
input, it will correnspond a commutation of the status ROOM LIGHT
(terminal 13).
On the other hand, if the room does not turn out to be occupied, the
output will never be active (if it will be, it means that is deactivated after
the delay configurated on the room control unit) and will not therefore
be possible to re-activate it by means this input.



Input Do Not Disturb (terminal 8)
Used to require the activation/deactivation of the function “Do not Disturb” (in OR logical with the button that can be found on the indoor
reader, if present). This input is activated only in condition of occupied
room.



Input for window sensor (terminal 9)
Used typically for the status detection of a reed sensor inserted in the
window (status of rest at closed window = NC), is used to disable the
output CLIMA ( terminal clamps 15, 16 ) of the control unit and to interrupt air-conditioning in case of open window.
This input is activated only if the room is occupied (except for the MAID
card that does not have the validation for the climate). When this input
is in not active status (closed contact) and the room turns out to be occupied, the output named CLIMATE ENABLING is active.
In all the other conditions (input into the active status for a time more
than the set up time or room not occupied ) the previous output will be
not active.
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If the installation does not foresee the interruption of the climate with
open window is not necessary executing any shunt on this input as it will
be taken in consideration by the climate output management of the controlo unit only from the first time in which is seen in not active status
(closed).

Note : the common terminal of the contacts connected to the detection inputs
must be connected to the ground reference of the control unit (terminal -).

6.1.3 Outputs
Every room control unit 53GA72 TM is equipped with four outputs. The outputs are constituted essentially by a potential free contact of relay (clean
contact). The output “electro lock” gives available both the poles of a relay
(potential free contact) while the remaining “Room Light” , “FEM”,”CLIMATE
ENABLING” give available one pole of the contact while the second one is
common for all the three outputs.
Besides, for the output ”CLIMATE ENABLING”, are available in the terminals
both the contact NO and the contact NC.
For all the outputs, the status of the contact, when in rest, is normally open
“NO” and they go in “active “ status when the contact closes; each of these
outputs is composed by a potential-free ”closing contact” that is able to
guarantee a functional interruption but not a security isolation.
The contacts are able to commute not only the resistive loads but also the
inductive loads with currents up to 5A (resistive cosΦ 1) and 3A (inductive
cosΦ 0.4).
The function performed by the four auxiliary outputs of the room control unit
for hotel management 53GA72 TM is the following:
 Output “climate enabling” (terminal 15 [NC], 16 [NO] and 17):
Output activated if the room is occupied by a card enabled for the
management of air-conditioning (typically all the type of cards except for
the MAID card) and, at the same time, the input of the "Window Sensor"
on control unit is in “not active status” (window closed). If the room frees
or the window opens, after a delay set up in the configuration of the room
control unit parameters and if the condition still results to be valid, this
output will be deactivated. If the input of the "Window Sensor" in the
control unit is in active status at the moment in which the room goes from
free to occupied (insertion of the card in the indoor reader), this output is
NOT activated until the moment in which the window will be closed.
 Output fem enabling ( terminal 14 and 17 ):
Output activated for all the time in which in the reader a valid card
(enabled for the room) is recognized, and it is used to command a
contactor that activates the fem (electrical loads) of the same room. In the
moment in which the room gets back in the status” free” (no valid card in
the reader), this output is off.
 Output room light (terminal 13 and 17):
Output working only when the status of the room is occupied ( valid card
into the indoor reader) and that is activated every time is detected the
activation of the button of the domestic series connected to the input
"room light. In the case the room frees and this output is still active, the
room control unit provides automatically to turn it off after the set up time,
made in configuration phase. In the case in which there is not a valid card
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in the indoor reader, this output (except for the time of delay to the
switching off) will always be in “not active status” (open contact).
 Output electro lock (terminal 11 and 12):
Output activated for the set up timed in phase of configuration, into the
memory of the room control unit (time of lock activation) every time that a
valid and enabled card for the access is read (information received from
the outdoor reader) and every time that the button of the domestic series
connected to the auxiliary input "opening door" of the control unit is
pressed. This output is always active independently from the status in
which the room is (occupied or free).

6.1.4 System clock (RTC)
The room control unit 53GA72- T is equipped with a clock / internal calendar
quartz oscillator, that is able to count autonomously the go by of the time
guaranteeing a mistake lower than a minute/year.
The circuit of the internal clock (RTC), in absence of the primary power
source (12V AC/DC), is fed through a small battery able to keep it in function for at least 10 years without feeding (4).
The programming of the room control unit clock can be executed in two
ways: through the use of both the programmer SCR-ALB and the software
SFW-ALB04 installed on the PC (in case that the room control unit is not yet
installed in the room) or, through the suitable portable device cod. GA-RTC:
for both the solutions, by connecting them directly to the jack outlet of programming placed on the front of the room control unit (outlet PROG).

6.2

Outdoor
transponder
442GA02-M

readers

cod.

44..GA01-T,44..GA01-M,

The outdoor card transponder reader cod. 44..GA01-T (version 125kHz) or 44..GA01-M
(version Mifare) is a device that must be positioned outdoor, realized in 3 modules of
the domestic series S44, that allows the access to the room only to the enabled cards.
In function of its initial programming it can check not only the accesses to the rooms
but also to the common areas.
It is supplied with a series of extractable terminal boards, easily detectable, since they
are of different form and/or colour, with LEDs and a frontal push button. In the case of
“Touch technology” reader cod. 442GA02-M , the button is not part of the device but it
must be mounted externally and then connected to the reader (trough available terminals).

6.2.1

User interface
The transponder outdoor reader is equipped with lighting signals to give the
user some information about the status of the room. The function performed
by these LEDs is the following:
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(yellow): Status of occupancy of the room by the guest. When the guest is in the
room the signal is on (it lights). In the case in the reader is inserted other typology
of card ( e.g. maid ) or the room is free, then the signal is off.
(red): Status of the request by the guest “do not disturb”. When it is in “on” shows
that the guest inside the room has required the "Do Not Disturb" function. In all the
other cases the LED is off.
(two colours): status and working modalities of the reader. The information shown
by this LED are the following:
Without a card present:
 A short blinking of the red LED every two seconds means that the device has to
be configured (working modality and plant code not assigned – factory default ).
 A green short blinking every two seconds means that the reader is working in "access room" modality.
 Two green short blinkings every two seconds mean that the reader is working in
"local services access" modality.
 Three short blinkings of the green LED every two seconds mean that the reader is
working in "common areas access".
 Four short blinkings of the green LED every two seconds mean that the reader is
working in "prepaid access" modality.
During the validation of the card
 Fixed green light for two second means (with a short beep of the buzzer) a correct reading of a valid card.
 Three red blinkings (with three beep of the buzzer) mean the reading of a not valid card or of a mistake during the reading phase (e.g. card moved away from the
reader before the end of the reading phase).
The outdoor reader is equipped of a blue LED strip that allows an easy identification of the device even in dark environments. The switching off of this lighting
shows the detection of a card near the active area of the reader (this lighting remains off for all the time in which the card remains in the area of reading/detection
of the reader).

6.2.2

Push Buttons
The card readers cod.44..GA01-M and 44..GA01-T are provided with a front
push button that activates the output “door bell” (call in room). This button
is disabled in case the signal "Not Disturb" is active.

The transponder outdoor reader 442GA02- M does not have an outdoor button
but it can have available the same function of the other outdoor readers through
an separated push button (domestic series) to connect to the input (Terminal 1).

6.2.3

Terminals
All the terminals of the outdoor reader are extractable, of colour and/or different form as to avoid mistakes during the connection and/or the replacement of the same terminals.

2 Poles terminals (black) - SELV
NAME

FUNCTION
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 12V+/ Input (positive +) to connect it with cable cod. CVAVEBUS to the terminal
+ 12V (or to one pole of the secondary output of the transformer cod.
5349)
 12V-/ Input (mass reference -) to connect it with cable cod. CVAVEBUS to the
terminal - GND (or to the other pole of the secondary output of the transformer cod. 5349). This terminal is also the ground reference for the inputs of the reader.
2 Poles terminals (green) - SELV
NAME



FUNCTION

Line "A" room bus. It must be connected, with the cable cod. CVAVEBUS,
to the homonymous terminal of the other devices
Line "B" room bus. It must be connected, with the cable cod. CVAVEBUS,
to the homonymous terminal of the other devices



10/8 Poles terminals (green) – SELV e BT
NAME













FUNCTION

(only 44..GA01-T/M) Digital input (OCCUPIED ROOM). To use for the connection of the output coming from a “key card” indoor reader (cod.
44..GA33). In installations where the indoor transponder reader is present
this input must not be connected.
(only 442GA02-M) Digital input (DOORBELL BUTTON); to be used for the
connection to a push button of the domestic series or to the output of the
“touch technology” doorbell cod. 442TC88.
Digital input (COURTESY LIGHT BUTTON)
Output contact (TO ACTIVATE COURTESY LIGHT ) - SELV/ LV
Output contact (TO ACTIVATE COURTESY LIGHT ) - SELV/ LV
Common contacts (pole B) to the output of the terminals 6,7 and 8 (BT)
Output contact (pole A) (TO ACTIVATE ELECTRO LOCK)
Output contact (pole A) (TO ACTIVATE DOORBELL)
Output contact (pole A) (TO RECALL GUEST IN ROOM)
The inputs are realized for the status detection of potential-free contacts.
Outputs contacts are micro contacts of relay with maximum range of 5A
(resistive load) or 1A (inductive load). The sum of the absorptions of the
outputs of common pole (terminals 6, 7 and 8) will not have to exceed the 12A
(resistive).

6.3

Indoor Transponder Readers (presence detector) cod. 44..GA30-M,
44..GA30-T
The indoor card transponder reader cod.44..GA30-M (version Mifare) and 44..GA30-T
(versione 125 KHz) is a device that must be positioned inside the room, realized in 3
modules of the domestic series S44, that allows the control of the electric loads in
function of the presence or less of a enabled card in the pocket. In function of its initial programming it can check not only the presence in the rooms but also in the common areas.
It is supplied with a series of easily detectable extractable terminal boards since they
are of different form and/or colour and a frontal button.
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6.3.1

User interface

The indoor transponder reader is equipped with lighting signals to give the user
some information about the status of the room. The function performed by these
LEDs is the following:
(yellow): Status of occupancy of the room by the guest. When the guest is in the
room the signal is on (it lights). In the case in the reader is inserted other typology
of card ( e.g. maid ) or the room is free, then the signal is off.
(red): Status of the request by the guest “do not disturb”. When it is in “on” shows
that the guest inside the room has required the "Do Not Disturb" function. In all the
other cases the LED is off.
(two colours): status and working modalities of the reader. The information shown
by this LED are the following:
Without a card present:
 A short blinking of the red LED every two seconds means that the device has to
be configured (working modality and plant code not assigned – factory default ).
 A green short blinking every two seconds means that the reader is working in "access room" modality.
 Two green short blinkings every two seconds mean that the reader is working in
"local services access" modality.
 Three short blinkings of the green LED every two seconds mean that the reader is
working in "common areas access".
 Four short blinkings of the green LED every two seconds mean that the reader is
working in "prepaid access" modality.
During the validation of the card
 Fixed green light for two second means (with a short beep of the buzzer) a correct reading of a valid card.
 Three red blinkings (with three beep of the buzzer) mean the reading of a not valid card or of a mistake during the reading phase (e.g. card moved away from the
reader before the end of the reading phase).
The indoor reader has a LED (blue) strip that allows an easy identifying of the area
of insertion card in the reader in dark environments. The switching off of this lighting shows the detection of a card near the active area of the reader (lighting remains off for all the time in which the card remains in the area of reading/ detection
of the reader).

6.3.2

Push buttons
The indoor transponder reader 44..GA30-M or 44..GA30-T is equipped with a
frontal button that activates and/or deactivates the "Not to disturb" signal.
The function is active only if there is a valid guest card inside the reader.
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This signalling is automatically disabled by the reader (output not activated)
when the guest card inside the reader is removed.

6.3.3

Terminals
All the terminals of the indoor reader are extractable, of colour and/or different form as to avoid mistakes during the connection and/or the replacement of the same terminals.

2 Poles terminals (black) - SELV
NAME

FUNCTION

 12V+/ Input (positive +) to connect it with cable cod. CVAVEBUS to the terminal
+ 12V (or to one pole of the secondary output of the transformer cod.
5349)
 12V-/ Input (mass reference -) to connect it with cable cod. CVAVEBUS to the
terminal - GND (or to the other pole of the secondary output of the transformer cod. 5349). This terminal is also the ground reference for the inputs of the reader.
2 Poles terminals (green) - SELV
NAME



FUNCTION

Line "A" room bus. It must be connected, with the cable cod.CVAVEBUS,
to the homonymous terminal of the other devices.
Line "B" room bus. It must be connected, with the cable cod. CVAVEBUS,
to the homonymous terminal of of the other devices.





10/8 Poles terminals (green) – SELV e BT
NAME










FUNCTION

Digital input (ROOM LIGHT BUTTON)
Digital input (WINDOW SENSOR)
Output contact (TO ACTIVATE ROOM LIGHT ) - SELV/ LV
Output contact (TO ACTIVATE ROOM LIGHT ) - SELV/ LV
Common contacts (pole B) to the output of the terminals 6,7 and 8 (BT)
Output contact (pole A) (TO ACTIVATE CLIMATE ENABLING)
Output contact (pole A) (TO ACTIVATE ROOM LOADS- FEM CONTACTORS)
Output contact (pole A) (TO RECALL DO NOT DISTURB )

The inputs are realized for the status detection of potential-free contacts.
Outputs contacts are micro contacts of relay with maximum range of 5A
(resistive load) or 1A (inductive load). The sum of the absorptions of the
outputs of common pole (terminals 6, 7 and 8) will not have to exceed the 12A
(resistive).
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6.3.4

Room Thermostat cod. 44…GA52-T
The room thermostat cod. 44..GA52-T is a device that must be positioned
internally to the room, according to the wiring prescriptions illustrated in the
initial paragraphs, realized in 3 modules of the domestic series S44, that allows the control of the thermoregulation, on the basis of the content of the
different variables (active season, window status, presence of the card,
etc.).
It is suitable both for the thermoregulation of the rooms and that of the
common areas It is equipped with a series of easily detectable extractable
terminals as of different form and/or colour and 4 frontal push buttons.

6.3.5

User interface
The room thermostat is supplied of a backlit module LCD (the backlight is
active under the pressure of one of the four key on the front and it goes in
“off” automatically after 5 seconds without any other pressure on the keys).
The display of the thermostat, during the normal working of the device, allows to explain to the user a few information as afterwards illustrated.

(FROST): it signals that the antifrost function is active because the temperature detected from the thermostat is lower than the set up temperature (default= +7°C).
(FROST): this icon lights (jointed the previous one) when the antifrost function is
active.
(OVERTEMP): it signals that the overheating function is active because the temperature detected from the thermostat is higher than the set up temperature (default=
+45°C).
(BUS OK): it means that the thermostat is asked correctly by the room control unit
(cod.53GA52TM) or by a card reader.
(SUMMER): it signals that the working regime “summer” is active. If the icon flashes
it means that the window turns out to be open and that the thermoregulation is
poised up (default condition) till the reclosing of the window.
(WINTER): it signals that the working regime “winter” is active. If the icon flashes it
means that the window turns out to be open and that the thermoregulation is
poised up (default condition)
(INTERMADIATE): THIS FUNCTION IN NOT AVAILABLE IN THE STANDALONE SYSTEMS. If the icons simultaneously lit, it means that the working regime "intermedi-
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ate seasons" is active. If the icons flash it means that the window turns out to be
open and that the thermoregulation is poised up till the reclosing of the window.
(LOCK): it signals that the keys of the thermostat were locked to avoid possible
modifications that were not wished to the working parameters. It can be activated
both locally and remotely (see paragraph “keypad”).
(ADDRESS): Used only in the menu of configuration, parameter 9, it means that the
thermostat is viewing its address and, by means this information, it will be indentified on ARMBus.
(SAVING): it means that the function of "night energy saving" is active. With this
function active, the value of set on view remains anyway the active one, and is not
corrected with the value of saving.
(CRONO): it means that the thermostat is in communication with another device
provided with a clock (control unit cod. 53GA72-TM) for which is active the management of night energy saving parameters. If this icon flashes shows that the device with clock does not work correctly (e.g. unloaded or absent battery).
In this condition (blinking icon) the thermostat continues on keeping active the
management of night energy saving using its internal timers to simulate a clock but,
after a week from the breakdown (if not restored) or in consequence of the switching off of the thermostat, the management of night energy saving is disabled.
(FANCOIL): Subdivided in four distinct icons. The small fan icon means that the
fan's valve is open. The vertical bar (composed by three bars) means what the fan's
coil present speed is from one (shorter bar) to three (longer bar).
(OFF): it means that the thermoregulation was varied-off manually. Even in this
condition the antifreeze and over-heating functions however remain active, and if
there are notice of anomalies in the temperature of the room, they could force the
activation of the valve and the first speed.
not in use in standalone systems, and therefore is never shown if not during lamptest phase of the LCD module in switch-on phase (power-on) of the device.
(WATERFAIL) : this icon shows that the temperature of delivery water is included of
the not valid range (neither hot nor cold) and thus it is not possible to fix automatically the season. In this particular condition the thermostat will continue to work
with the parameters used before this event. The range of not validity is set up for
default between 19°C and 36°C.
Keypad
The room thermostat is provided with four frontal keys for the local management of
the thermoregulation. The function of every keys is the following:
(OFF): key that cut off the thermoregulation of the room (OFF icon) independently
from the temperature settings. Press it again to rehabilitate the thermoregulation.
(INC): increase of the set of temperature to 0,1°C steps, inside the set up values
(function active only with occupied room)
(DEC): decrement of the temperature set to 0,1°C steps, inside the set up values
(function active only with occupied room)
(SPEED): this key allows to modify the maximum speed, inside the set up values,
that can be used from the fan coil (function active only if the room is occupied)
(LOCK): keys that, when pressed simultaneously, activate/deactivate the block of
the keys (padlock icon).
(CONF): keys that, if pressed simultaneously for 5", allow the access to the configuration menu to the technical parameters of the thermostat.
6.3.6

Terminals
All the terminals of the outdoor reader are extractable, of colour and/or different
form as to avoid mistakes during the connection and/or the replacement of the
same terminals.
2 Poles terminals (black) - SELV
NAME

FUNCTION
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 12V+/ Input (positive +) to connect it with cable cod.CVAVEBUS to the terminal
+ 12V (or to one pole of the secondary output of the transformer cod.
5349)
 12V-/ Input (mass reference -) to connect it with cable cod.CVAVEBUS to the
terminal - GND (or to the other pole of the secondary output of the transformer cod. 5349). This terminal is also the ground reference for the inputs of the reader.
2 Poles terminals (green) - SELV
NAME



FUNCTION

Line "A" room bus. It must be connected, with the cable cod.CVAVEBUS,
to the homonymous terminal of the other devices
Line "B" room bus. It must be connected, with the cable cod.CVAVEBUS,
to the homonymous terminal of the other devices



10/8 Poles terminals (green) – SELV e BT
NAME










FUNCTION

Digital input at three levels (GUEST PRESENCE/WINDOW SENSOR).
Analogical input (WATER DELIVERY PROBE) for the detection of the water
temperature circulating in the fan coil (by means probe cod. 53GA92-T)
and for the automatic change of season.
OUT-1 (pole A) Output contact (TO ACTIVATE THE FAN-COIL VALVE) – SELV/BT
OUT-1 (pole B) Output contact (TO ACTIVATE THE FAN-COIL VALVE) – SELV/BT
COM2-4 (pole B) Common output contacts 2-4
OUT-2 (pole A) Output contact (COMMAND FAN-COIL SPEED 1)
OUT-3 (pole A) Output contact (COMMAND FAN-COIL SPEED 2)
OUT-4 (pole A) Output contact (COMMAND FAN-COIL SPEED 3)

The inputs are realized for the status detection of potential free contacts.
Outputs contacts are of micro contact of relay with maximum range of 5A
(resistive load) or 1A (inductive load). The sum of the absorptions of the
outputs of common pole (terminals 6, 7 and 8) will not have to exceed the 12A
(resistive).
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7.

DEVICES CONFIGURATION
After executing a preliminary control of the installation plant, by verifying that all has been
realized according to the foreseen schemes, is necessary proceeding to the configuration of
the different devices (addresses assignment and/or logical functions). The following paragraphs illustrate step by step the operations that must be executed to set up the automation
plant according to its own necessities.

7.1 Room control unit cod. 53GA72-TM
Before supplying the room control unit 53GA72-TM is necessary to arrange for the removal of the paper protection of the battery. To make this operation is necessary to
open the small lid placed on the front of the control unit, to extract the battery holder
from its place and remove the paper protection placed to avoid its discharging. After
execution of this operation then is necessary putting the battery inside of its place being careful to not pinch the connection cables between the battery and the plastic wall
of the control unit.

7.2 Outdoor reader (room access) 44..GA01-M o 442GA02-M
The “access room reader” is installed outdoor and allows its opening to the recognition
of a transponder valid card.
Physically is possible managing an outdoor reader.

All the devices 44..GA01-M And 442GA02 M are provided with factory setting: address0
(0x10.)
7.2.1

Access modality configuration
Through the MASTER card of the plant, is possible setting up the access modality wished for the outdoor reader choosing between the afterwards listed
modalities:
 ROOM READER: allows the access to all the guest cards valid (not expired)
having the same plant code and the univocal same code associate to the
reader (number room). To this room all the valid (not expired) service
cards of the same plant code and qualified for the zone of membership of
the room can access.
 LOCAL SERVICE READER: allows the access to all the valid cards ( not expired ) having the same Hotel code that have suitable parameters to access
the service room. To this kind of room the Guest cards and Super Guest
cards can not access.
 COMMON AREAS READER: allows the access to all the valid cards ( not expired ) having the same Hotel code that have suitable parameters to access
the common areas. To this kind of room the Guest cards and Super Guest
cards can access.
 PREPAID ACCESS READER: allows the access to all the cards ( Guest and
Service Staff ) valid (not expired) having the same Hotel code and that
have suitable parameters to access the rooms having a sufficient residual
credit (once read, the card will be decremented of one united directly by
the reader).

All the devices 44..GA01-M And 442GA02 M are provided with factory setting:
ROOM READER.
The configuration instructions of the operating modality of the outdoor reader
through MASTER card, are reported on the information leaflet in the packaging of the device and afterwards illustrated.
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To start the configuration phase of the reader is necessary to arrange the
reader in configuration modality.
This modality can be obtained by leaning the MASTER card for three times to
the reader starting from the condition in which LED1 flashes (GREEN or RED).
To the first recognition of the MASTER card, the reader enters in programming
,signaling it with the emission of a beep, and the LED1 simultaneous blinking
with LED2 for three seconds. At the end of the blinking phase the LED1 lights
up (fix) to green light and the LED2 switches off.
To the second recognition of the MASTER card, the reader signals the passage
to the modality of management cards programming by the emission of a beep
and with the switching on of the LED1 to red light.
To the third recognition of the MASTER card, the reader signals the passage
to the modality of reader configuration with the emission of a beep and the
switching on of LED1 to light ORANGE.
Setting up the reader typology is now possible as it is described in the following points in function of the kind of access to plan.
a) ROOMS:

Is the default condition defined by the only switching on of
LED1 (ORANGE). If it is not wished to modify this setting, go
out of the programming leaning the MASTER card. Now the
reader goes back to normal working modality and the modality
of switching on of LED1 (green) with a short 0,1s blinking (ON)
with intervals of 2s (OFF) shows that the reader is in set up for
the access to the ROOMS (factory configuration).

b) SERVICE ROOMS: Press the frontal button once; it will also light, besides
LED1 (orange) to fixed light LED2 (red). If this is the modality
wished, go out of the programming leaning the MASTER card.
Now the reader goes back in normal working modality and the
modality of switching on of LED1 (green) with two 0,1s short
blinkings (ON) to intervals of 2s (OFF) shows that the reader is
set up for the access to SERVICE ROOMS.
c) COMMON AREAS: Press the frontal button twice; it will also light, besides
LED1 (orange) to fixed light LED3 (yellow). If this is the modality wished, go out of the programming leaning the MASTER
card. Now the reader goes back in normal working modality
and the modality of switching on of LED1 (green) with three
0,1s short blinkings (ON) to intervals of 2s (OFF) shows that
the reader is set up for the access to COMMON AREAS.
d) PREPAID ACCESSES: From the default condition, press three times the
frontal push button; it will also light, besides LED1 (orange) to
fixed light LED2 (red) and LED3 (yellow). If this is the modality
wished, go out of the programming leaning the MASTER card.
Now the reader goes back in normal working modality and the
modality of switching on of LED1 (green) with four 0,1s short
blinkings (ON) to intervals of 2s (OFF) shows that the reader is
set up for the access to PREPAID ACCESSES.
Note: The indoor reader, possibly connected to the outdoor reader through
ARMBus, during this phase, keeps unchanged its functions without changing
the status of the LED1signalization.
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7.3 Indoor reader (presence detector) 44..GA30-M
The presence detector is installed inside the room and typically adjacent to the entrance and easily detectable. It allows the detection of the presence in the room
through the recognition of a valid transponder card.
Physically is possible managing up to four indoor readers even if this management is
limited to the control unit of common area (53AR02-485). For the rooms (53AR01-485)
is only possible connecting one device with the pre-set address assigned in factory
(change of the address not requested for the room).
The address configuration of the device, in case of several readers present in the same
common area, must be executed through the software SFW ALBTEC.

All the devices 44..GA30-M are provided with factory setting: address 0 (0x20).

Room readers
If the reader is connected to a room control unit the address is fixed and it can not
be modified.
Common area Readers
If the reader is connected to a control unit of common area, is possible assigning a
maximum of one device to which is associated the following function:
 Address 0 (0x20:) Presence reader in the first room.

For the management of the presences in the common areas the indoor reader can
be set up in modality COMMON AREA READER, PREPAID ACCESSES READER (access possible not only to guests but also to the service staff) or SERVICE ROOM
READER (access reserved to the personal of service) through the MASTER card or
through the technical software SFW-ALBTEC (see afterwards).

7.4 Room thermostat 44..GA52-T
The thermostat is installed inside every room to control
according to the indications taken back in the previous
paragraphs. It allows the detection of the room temperature and, on the basis of the set up parameters, manages the thermoregulation of the room both by radiators
and by fan-coils from one to three speed (setting parameter).
Both control units, of room (53AR01-485) and common
area (53AR02-485) are able to manage up to eight
thermostats (thermoregulation zones). In the case of thermoregulation to 4 pipes the
maximum limit is of seven thermostats. Differently from what have the readers seen,
the address of the thermostat can be modified directly by the device according to the
following procedure:
 Simultaneously press the keys 2 and 3 keeping them pressed for at least 5 second
to access the programming menu (the display shows "1")
 Press the key 2 (once) to show the parameter "9 "
 Press the key 4 to access the value of the parameter 9. On the display it will appear
the icon of the telephone receiver and the address (by factory default this value is
"30” - first thermal zone).
 Choose the number of thermal zone that one wishes to set up (from 30 to 37) by
using the keys 2 and 3.
 Confirm the setting shown on the display with the key 4. The thermostat will do a
beep of confirmation and go back to show "9".
 Awaiting 5 seconds and the thermostat will go back to show the temperature.
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8.

HOW TO CREATE CARDS BY THE OUTDOOR READER 44..GA01-M
The system of hotel management AVE S.p.A Stand Alone allows the creation of cards directly
from the outdoor reader 44..GA01-M. To execute this operation is necessary using the MASTER card of the plant following the instructions that will now be illustrated.
Through the MASTER card is possible to produce five kinds of access cards:
• GUEST:
It is only valid on the reader in which it was produced.
• MAIDSERVANT: It is valid on all the devices installed in the various rooms (with the
same Hotel code) but it has the limit of one access only in the condition of not occupied room by the guest. It does not activate the
air-conditioning in the room.
• MANTEINER: It is valid on all the devices installed in the various rooms (with the
same Hotel code) but it has the limit of one access only in the condition of not occupied room by the guest.
• PASSEPARTOUT: it is valid on all the devices installed in the various rooms (with the
same Hotel code) and does not have any kind of limitation.
• SUPER-GUEST: It is a help/aid card (with unlimited expiry) only valid on the reader
in which was produced and does not have any kind of limitation.
To start the generation of cards dedicated to the access is necessary to arrange the reader in
the modality of cards access programming. This modality activates by leaning the MASTER
card briefly (cod. 44339CHM-M) when the reader is in the condition in which LED1 flashes
(green or red). If the MASTER card is read correctly, the reader enters in the programming
with the emission of a beep and the LED1 and LED2 blink at the same time for 3 second. At
the end of the blinking phase the LED1 lights up (fix) to green light and the LED2 passes
away. It is possible now coding the exposed above typologies of cards by using guest cards
(cod. 44339CHU-M).
It is possible to program one typology only, everyone or some, following the indications described in the following points (points from a up to e) according to the typology of card that
one wants to code.
The output from the programming modality at the end of the coding of the card (or the
cards), independently from the kind of card that one is coding, can also be made without
having to move closer the MASTER card to the reader. In fact, after a minute from the end of
the programming of the last card, the reader goes out automatically (timeout) from this modality, by signaling the operation with a beep. Besides, the procedure that can be used to go
out of the programming modality changes in function of the fact that the cards were coded
or not. In the case the cards have been coded leaning the master card one goes out of programming; instead, in the opposite case, always leaning the master card , one passes to the
modality of following programming (in this case one goes to the programming of the cards
modality management of the plant).
a) GUEST: lean a USER card (44339CHU-M). About a second later (medium time of
programming of a new card) the reader will do a beep and LED1 will flash twice
(green) to show that the user card was programmed as a GUEST card. Subsequently LED1 will go back to light to fixed light (green). Now is possible creating further
GUEST cards leaning further USER cards (in this case the phase with beep and double blinking of LED1 is repeated) or go out of the programming modality leaning the
MASTER card briefly.
b) MAIDSERVANT: press the frontal button once; in addition to LED1 it also lights (fix)
LED2 (red). Lean a USER card (44339CHU-M). About a second later (medium time
of programming made of a new card) the reader will do a beep, the LED2 (red)
turns off while LED1 will flash twice (green) to show that the user card was programmed as MAIDSERVANT card. At the end of the coding of the card, LED1 goes
back to light to fixed light (green) together with LED2 (red). Now is possible creating further MAIDSERVANT cards leaning further USER cards (in this case the phase
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with beep and double blinking of LED1 is repeated) or go out of the programming
modality leaning the MASTER card briefly.
c) MAINTAINER: press the frontal button twice; in addition to LED1 it also lights (fix)
LED3 (yellow). Lean a USER card (44339CHU-M). About a second later (medium
time of programming made of a new card) the reader will do a beep, the LED3
(yellow) turns off while LED1 will flash twice (green) to show that the user card
was programmed as maintainer. At the end of the coding of the card, LED1 goes
back to light to fixed light (green) together with LED3 (yellow). Now is possible
creating further maintainer cards leaning further USER cards (in this case the phase
with beep and double blinking of LED1 is repeated) or go out of the programming
modality leaning the MASTER card briefly.
d) PASSEPARTOUT: press three times the frontal button; in addition to LED1 (fix) it
also lights LED2 (red) and LED3 (yellow). Lean a USER card (44339CHU- M). About
a second later (medium time of programming made of a new card) the reader will
do a beep, the signalization LED2 (red) and LED3 (yellow) turn off while LED1 will
flash twice (green) to show that the user card was planned as PASSEPARTOUT. At
the end of the coding of the card, LED1 goes back to light to fixed light (green) together with LED2 (red) and LED3 (yellow). Now is possible creating further PASSEPARTOUT cards leaning further USER cards (in this case the phase with beep and
double blinking of LED1 is repeated) or go out of the programming modality leaning
the MASTER card briefly.
e) SUPER-GUEST: press four times the frontal button; in addition to LED1 (fix) it also
lights LED2 (red). Lean a USER card (44339CHU-M). About a second later (medium
time of programming made of a new card) the reader will do a beep, the signalization LED2 (red) turns off while LED1 will flash twice (green) to show that the user
card was programmed as SUPER GUEST. At the end of the coding of the card, LED1
goes back to light to fixed light (green) together with LED2 (red) that flashes. Now
is possible creating further SUPER GUEST cards leaning further USER cards (in this
case the phase with beep and double blinking of LED1 is repeated) or go out of the
programming modality leaning the MASTER card briefly.
Note 1: with the same modalities expressed in the points a) to e), is possible to rewrite several cards previously coded, if they are not MASTER or SUBMASTER cards which can NOT be reprogrammed.
Note 2: if during the coding phase the reader lights red LED1 and activates the
buzzer for three times rather than to have LED1 only flashing on the
green, it means that the programming of the card did not go well and repeating it is therefore necessary.
Attention: the creation made of a new guest card invalidates the previously generated guest cards. The reader creates in fact a progressive card code to every programming, and arranges to only accept the last one. Besides all the generated
cards have an unlimited duration. To be able to program cards with dates of expiry
is necessary arranging a plant that includes the control unit 53GA72-TM provided
with a clock (Real Time Clock).
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9.

HOTEL MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
The software of hotel management (standalone system) is included (and supplied on support
CD-ROM) in the purchasing of every cards programmer ( cod. SCR-ALB04 for 125 KHz cards
or cod. SCR-ALBM1 for Mifare cards ). It is necessary to install the software and define the
plant before the configuration of the devices ( control units, readers, thermostats ) because it
may be possible, trough the use of the “master card” , create a logical link between the
“physical installation” and the layout of rooms and common areas defined by the software.
As there is no communication between the automation plant and the software, is necessary
to install the software only in one computer to guarantee the correct alignment of the cards
generated by the software SFW-ALB04.

9.1 Requirements and Limitations
The automation software has been studied , realized and tested to work and guarantee
optimum performances on computers where are installed Microsoft Windows ® operating systems; it is based on Microsoft dot NET Framework 4.0.
It is strongly suggested to avoid installations of other software on the same computer
where the SFW-ALB04 will run.
The computer on which the Server is installed should be reserved only for this purpose
and on this PC other application programs, besides those provided with that operating
system, should not be installed.
The minimum requirements of the PC on which the Software will be installed are:
 Windows 7 (edition 32 or 64 bit)
 2 GB RAM
 100 MB of free memory on HDD
 Network interface card 10/100 base-T
 Connection to internet for remote assistance
 Software of remote assistance (Team Viewer)
 Port USB 2.0
 CDROM/ DVD reader

AVE S.p.A. reserves the faculty not to provide assistance in case of possible malfunctions of software if they are installed on computers that do not respect the
minimum requirements or if it is installed, through the use of a virtual machine,
on operating systems different from the requested one

9.2 Installation procedure for the application
The installation procedure of the software package on the computer is the following:
Automatic installation of the application
Insert the CD-ROM containing the software "Domina Hotel Management" in the
reader of the PC on which it will have to be installed the application. The CD is
structured with an auto run.
After few seconds it will automatically open the default browser (Microsoft Internet
Explorer ®) with the screenshot taken back in the next figure.
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If the file does not start automatically, through "Exploring resources" visualize the
content of the CD-ROM and make "double click" on the file "Start. bat”. Follow the
next steps to complete and finish the installation of the software.
a) Choose language used by the program click on the button with the flag of the
language wished.
b) Install the Framework™ (if it is not installed on the PC) and the language pack,
the drivers, the software SFW-ALB04,clicking on the buttons associated to the
menu.
c) Install the drivers USB related to the intercommunication interface between the
programmer and software SFW-ALB04 clicking on the suitable links.
d) The installation of the application SFW-ALB04 will require to
execute the afterwards listed operations:
1. Click on the button "Install" of the message at the side
reported to start the installation process of the software.
2. Confirm the reliability of the software clicking
the button "Install”.
3. Click on the button "Next" of the first screenshot that will appear and subsequently, select
"All Users", the folder of destination, and click
again the button "Next".
Confirm the OK to the installation and await
for the procedure to end automatically (the
wait for the installation should be of about 5
seconds). At the end of the installation it will
appear a window of confirmation. Therefore, click on the button "Close" to
exit from the application and then close the browser.
4. On the computer will be now available the link for the application
SFW -ALB04 through the icon (key holder) alongside. Click twice
on the icon representing the program SFW -ALB04 to start. The
link on the desktop could be even removed; it will be always possible to
start the application by the menu “Start” of windows in the folder: “Programs (x86)\Gestione alberghiera\SFW-ALB04.
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e) If the file does not start automatically, through " Exploring resources " visualize
the content of the CD-ROM and do "double click" on the file "Start. bat". Repeat
the steps described from the point 1 to the point 4.

10. PLANT SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION
During the installation, other than services and application, is installed also an empty database. It is necessary to provide at the first configuration of the parameters for the working of
the software: communication port and layout of the plant structure that one wishes to manage and check. The compilation of the plant database is executed through several steps that
will be subsequently described.
Launching the application SFW -ALB04
at the first time it will appear the
screenshot ( here on the right ) in
which will be signaled that no communications port was set. Connect the
programmer SCR-ALB to the PC by
means the USB cable supplied with the
programmer.
Click on the button "OK" to close the
screenshot and go on with the configuration of the plant.
Now, it will appear the access screenshot to the program where will be necessary to type username and password.
At the first start of the software and till
at the moment in which cards with access privileges to the program will be
created, it will be possible to use the
data of the “default” user,
USERNAME: admin
PASSWORD: password
After insertion of default data , click on the icon up right to login.

After the initial configuration of the plant, to access the program it will be sufficient
positioning an enabled card (associated in installation phase) on the programmer and
then make click on the icon will appear near the field “card”

If the information requested have been correctly inserted, the first access to the program
presents with the graphical view shown below.
The screenshot will turn out without any information regarding the plant parameters (floors
and rooms) as the system must still be defined. In the informative “strip” (in the lower part
of the main window), will be underline that the programmer does not turn out connected to
the system or configuration of the serial port is not correct.
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10.1

Choice of the language

The software SFW -ALB04 is multilingual and can be visualized in three different languages (Italian, English, Spanish).
To switch from a language to another ( by default is on Italian) is sufficient to enter in the menu " Language Settings"
and select the wished one. In automatic all the information
visualized by the application will be shown in the chosen
language. The language will be saved in the program so that at the next start of the
application all the information will be in the language previously selected to avoid to repeat this setting.

10.2

Serial port configuration

To be able to use the programmer of transponder cards SCR-ALB with the software SWFALB is necessary to configure the serial port to
be used to communicate. To make this operation to entry the "serial port configuration"
menu is necessary, and then select the voice
"serial port." It will appear the screenshot here
on the right where are identified the communication parameters. As first step is necessary to
define which kind of programmer is in use ( SCR-ALB04 or SCR-ALBM1) clicking on the related button and then click on “new serial port” to choose the number of COM. If in the list
no one COM is present check the connection between the programmer and the pc (by verifying the yellow LED flashing) and then click on the button "Search" to find for the serial
ports now in use by the system. Select the used serial port going and selecting it between
those proposed in the scrolling menu placed on the right of the window and click on the
button "Configure".
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The software shows the message on the screenshot, here below, and will try for a
connection with the programmer. The programmer will start again producing an acoustic
signal of confirmation and, cycling, the yellow LEDs RX/TX (of the side USB ) and the check
box green will flash.
This operation will take not more than
few seconds to be completed.
Once close this procedure, the system
will proceed automatically to the
opening of the serial port and will close
the
dialogue
window.
On
the
“informative strip”in the Home Page of
the application it will be highlighted the
message that the serial port is set up
and that the programmer SCR-ALB is
connected.

10.3

Enabling of the user software license

In order to use the software in a complete
way, it is necessary for the license to be
enabled on the computer in which the program SFW- ALB04 has been installed. To
associate to the software a license code is
necessary lean the MASTER card on the
programmer
SCR-ALB
(AVE
Cod.
44339CHM-M for 125KHz cards and
44339CHM-T for Mifare cards ) and wait for
the screenshot of system configuration to
appear (see the figure).
License fields are read from the master card
and shown in the screenshot here on the
right. The other fields are (grey) not still activated ( or 0 by default ) as the plant configuration is not still made.
Clicking the " license Activation" button (highlighted in yellow to the passage of the
mouse) the license procedure activation
runs. If everything is ok the system will
show, after few instants, a new screenshot
(see the figure on the right) to inform the
user of the correct recording of the software license.
Therefore click on the button "OK" to close
the informative message and go back to the
main screenshot of the application.
If during the activation something was wrong and a message of error appear,
shutdown the application and star again usign the privileges of the administrator.

The creation of the database is also possible without a previous enabling of the
software license (useful operation if one wants to create the database of the
plant in a separate session other than enabling ). The lacked enabling of the
software license of the application inhibits the possibility of making Check- In
and Check- out.
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10.4

Plant customization
The software SFW-ALB04 allows to personalize the main screen of the program with
the main information of the plant for which was set up. In particular can be inserted
the name of the structure (in the field in high to right) that can be custom-made further defining the characters wished and the colours, the address of the structure in the
two fields in short to left (address, telephone numbers) and its picture (button “image”). For show the personalization window (see figure), from the "Settings" menu
choose the voice "Hotel Information." After inserting the wished data, click on the button "Applies" to memorize and use them on the main window. If to please wish to cancel the introduced modifications click on the "X" button in high to right.

10.5

Database configuration

After executing the preliminary operations of configuration, one will have to proceed
with the creation of the database of the plant that one wishes to manage.
The compilation of the database is made in a simple and intuitive way and does not require data processing particular knowledge. From the "Settings" menu are present all
the voices necessary to the creation of "Floors," "Common Areas," " Payment Accesses"
and "Rooms." Clicking these menu-items will be shown the window concerning the
voice chosen that will drive the user during the creation of its plant. The modality description on the creation of the different elements of the plant is illustrated in the under
following paragraphs.
If one does not have familiarity with the system of hotel automation AVE, for the creation of the plant, is pleased to follow step by step the under following paragraphs in
the order the are listed.

10.5.1

Creation/modification of the floors
From the "Settings" menu select the voice "Floors" to access the window that allows
to create/ erase the floors of the plant (see
figure to side.) The screenshot takes back
the maximum number of flat manageable
from a standalone system (sixteen floors/
areas.) To avoid unwelcome modifications,
all the present fields in the mask initially are
checked-out. Clicking on the button "Modify"
to validate the input and/or the change of
the data.
To use the floor insert the check mark in the
relative box "Used" and therefore insert the
name of the floor in the field "Description."
Similarly, to remove a floor, removing the
check mark from the box is sufficient (emptying the "Description" field is not necessary
even if it is suggested do it to avoid possible
misunderstanding.)
Besides, even if not strictly necessary, it is
highly suggested use the floors following the numerical order from one to sixteen
without leaving empty spaces.

The software requires a set up floor at least in order to create the rooms. During
the configuration one must besides bear in mind it is not possible associating more
than 128 rooms to every plan.
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After setting up the wished floors, click on "Save" to bring the database up to date
with the data concerning the floors. After saving parameters they will again come
checked-out. Repeat the procedure if to please wish to change something in the put
in parameters.
To the term of the described operations, the application will show on the main page
an icon for each of the floors inserted, with the description defined by the user.
And it is possible afterwards, insert new floors or modify and/or erase some existing
floors simply becoming again on this window and making the operations required.
The erasing of a floor also causes the erasing from the database of possible rooms
created for that specific floor. One recommends so to execute this operation before
the creation of the rooms or at least before the assignation phase of the codes to the
room readers (see paragraph “Configuration of the devices through Master card” ).

10.6

Floors configuration

For the creation of the floors of the structure
is necessary to access the " Floors Settings"
menu. All the fields present in the mask are
blocked. Click on the button "Modify" so as to
make accessible every field present in the
mask. To be able to insert some floors will be
necessary to select them (selecting the icon
"In Use" concerning the floor) and associate
to it a name in the "Description" field.
After inserting all the wished floors click on
the button "Save" to activate the insertion.
The window will be blocked again.
In case of mistake in the insertion of the
rooms or for the closing of the window, click
on the "X" button placed in the high corner to
the right. After executing the previously described operations, in the main page of the
application will appear the floors entered.
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10.7

Modification/erasing of the floors

To modify or cancel some previously created and still without rooms floors, it will be
enough to go back in the " floors enter" window and go and erase the floor created also taking away the check from the box "In Use".

10.8

Common Areas configuration

For the creation of the Common Areas
of the structure is necessary to access
the "Common Areas- Settings" menu. All
the fields present in the mask are
blocked. Click on the button "Modify" so
as to make accessible every field present in the mask. To be able to enter
some floors will be necessary to select
them (selecting the icon "In Use" concerning the floor) and associate to it a
name in the "Description" field.
After inserting all the wished common
areas, click on the button "Save" to activate the insertion. The window will be
blocked again.
In case of mistake in the insertion of the
floors or for the closing of the window
click on the "X" button placed in the
high corner to the right. After executing
the previously described operations, in the main page of the application will appear the
Common Areas of the structure if present.

10.9

Modification/erasing of Common Areas

To modify or cancel some previously created common areas, it will be enough getting
back to the " Common-areas " window, enabling the modifications by the button "Modify" and go and erase both the name of the previously created common area and the
check mark in the box "Used".
To modify an already created common area is sufficient going back in the menu of the
insertion of the common areas, click on the "Modify" button and introduce the necessary modifications.

10.10 Payment Areas configuration
For the insertion of the Payment Areas of the
structure is necessary to access the "Payment
Areas" settings menu. All the fields present in
the mask are blocked. Click on the button
"Modify" so as to make accessible every field
present in the mask. . To be able to enter
some floors will be necessary to select them
(selecting the icon "Used" concerning the
floor) and associate to it a name in the "Description" field.
After the insertion of all the wished payment
areas click on the button "Save" to activate the insertion. The screenshot will be
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blocked.
again.
In case of mistake in the insertion of the floors or for the closing of the window click on
the "X" button placed in the high corner to the right. After executing the previously described operations, in the main page of the application will appear the Payment Areas
of the structure if present.

10.11 Modification/erasing Payment Areas
To modify or cancel some previously created payment areas, it will be enough getting
back to the " Payment -areas insertion " window, enabling the modifications by the button "Modify" and go and cancel both the name of the previously created payment area
and the check mark from box "Used" .
To modify an already created payment area is sufficient going back in the menu of the
insertion of the payment areas, click on the "Modify" button and introduce the necessary modifications.

10.12 Rooms configuration
For the insertion of the Rooms present
in the structure is necessary to access
the "Rooms- Settings" menu.
All the fields present in the mask are
blocked. Click on the button "Modify" so
as to make accessible every field present in the mask. To be able to insert
the rooms it will be necessary respect
the following procedures:
1. select the floor inside of which
one wishes to insert the rooms
one is creating.
2. select the prefix to attribute
(e.g. "S."; "St."; "Room;" etc ….).
3. select the first and the last room to insert on the floor.
4. Click on the button "Save" to confirm the insertion.
In the lower part of the window is taken back the example of how rooms will be visualized by the application.
Repeat the procedure described from the point 1 to the point 4 for all the floors of the
structure.
In the case one wants to insert the rooms N° 1,3,4,5 one will have to execute the operation in two distinguished moments. . At first one must insert the room N° 1 and confirm with the button "Save". Subsequently one will insert the rooms from the N° 3 to
the N° 5.
In case of mistake in the insertion of the rooms or for the closing of the window before
saving click on the "X" button placed in the high corner to the right.
Accessing a floor in which one inserted some rooms, the software
will show all the rooms represented
by some doors marked by a number.
To go back to the main page of the
application click on the button

The icon representing the room
changes its image depending on the
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status in which the room is. If the room is free the sideband of the icon will be green, if
the room is rented the sideband will be red.


Free room:



Rented room:

The erasing of a single room is not possible. If it will be necessary to erase a single
room it will be compulsory to erase the whole floor and recreate it with the wished
modification.

10.13 Hotel Information
The software SFW- ALB04 allows to take back in the main
screenshot of the application
some information regarding
the plant for which the system is set up.
To allow to modify the default settings shown by the
system in the Home Page is
necessary
accessing
the
menu "Settings  Hotel information" from the initial screenshot of the system. In this menu is allowed to import
an image to associate to its structure, to insert a few significant data (address and telephone number) and the name of the structure. At the end of the selections, to make
them active, click on the button "Apply". The system will show a confirmation in the
case all the modifications were alright.
If one wish to cancel the executed operations it will be sufficient clicking the "X" button
placed in the top right corner of the window.
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11. PROGRAMMING THE PLANT
After creating all the setting of the
structure on the software of hotel
management SFW-ALB04 is necessary
assigning to every room control unit
its ID number so as associate them to
the cards created in reception. To do
that is necessary leaning the MASTER
card on the programmer of cards SCRALBM1 and await the screenshot here
on the right (the operation takes
about 2 seconds). Now it is necessary
selecting the first room to program
and the possible common areas and
payment areas. Besides, modifying
the tripping times of the following values is possible:
 Courtesy light: time of switching on of the courtesy light after the recognition of a valid
card from the outdoor reader (default of 60 second);
 Electro lock: time of the contact closing of the electro lock to the recognition of a valid card
(default of 5 seconds);
 Climate switching off: delay of the switching off of the climate after removing of a valid
card from the indoor reader 44 ..GA01-M;
 Light switching off: delay of the switching off of the light of the room after removing of a
valid card from the indoor reader 44..GA01-M;

In the case the structure is composed from many floors it will be necessary
programming the devices of room one floor at the time. After programming one
floor will be necessary lean the MASTER card on the programmer SCR-ALBM1
and select the first room of the new floor.

After programming through the MASTER card, on the outdoor reader the LED, that was flashing of red color (device to be programmed), will start flashing of green color (programmed device).

ATTENTION: if during the programming of a room the procedure does not end
well it will be necessary setting up again the MASTER card for this room (procedure that has to be made with the software SFW-ALB04).
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12. CHECK-IN
To make the check in of a room, is
sufficient to lean a card to be programmed (cod. 44339CHU-M) on the
cards programmer (cod. SCR- ALBM1)
and await the screenshot of the
"Check In" menu. Follow, then, the
afterwards listed instructions:
1. Click on the button Check In;
2. Insert name and surname of
the guest to whom the card
will be associate;
3. Select the room to which the
card will be associate;
4. Select possible Common Areas
to which the card will be able
to have access;
5. Select possible Payment Areas to which the card will be able to have access. After selecting an Payment Area it will be proposed a further menu from which it will be possible associating some credits, and the expiry of those, to the card.
6. Select the date and the time of the expiry card or increase the number of the nights
up to the attainment of the date of wished out check (in case of card without expiry
select the icon "Without date of expiry");
7. Click on the button check- in to release the card.
In the case is clicking the "Registry" button it will be proposed the choice of guests already
scheduled (procedure described in the Par.11)

13. MULTIPLE CHECK-IN
In the case on wants to create several enabled cards for the same
room it will be sufficient to lean a
new card on the programmer SCRALBM1 and execute a check- in for
an already rented room. Automatically it will be shown the image
alongside taken back that proposes
a multiple check in or the erasing of
the previously released card. Obviously, in the case one selects "new"
the previously created card will not have anymore the credentials to be able to access to the
room and to the previously enabled common areas.
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14. CHECK-OUT
To make the check out of a room is sufficient
follow the afterwards instructions:
1. Lean the previously created card for
the room on the programmer of cards
SCR-ALBM1 and await the enabling of
the icon of the menu “Check- out”.
2. Click on the "Check- out" icon to access the menu.
3. Click on the "Check- out" button to
execute the procedure.
4. Click on the button to "Execute" to
confirm the choice.
5. Wait for some seconds (about 5 seconds) for the message of confirmation of the erasing made.
6. Remove the card from the programmer.
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15. CREATING "SERVICE" CARDS
The creation of "service" cards (maid, security, etc…) can be obtained by leaning a card
(cod. 44339CHU-M) on the programmer SCRALBM1. After few seconds it will be enabled
both the "Check In" icon and the one for the
creation of the service cards of the "Staff"
plant.
Clicking on the "Staff" button one will access
to the " Card Information" menu represented
in the image alongside.
Through the various voices present in this
menu it is allowed the creation of all the
"staff" cards of the plant. The first data to
insert will be the user's registry of the card
(previously inserted in the suitable menu
"Registry").
Clicking on the "Card Type" button is possible choosing between the kinds of Staff
cards available (maid; security; director;
etc). "Service" cards can have expiry or, alternative, enabling the suitable icon they
can be created without date of expiry.
In the central part of the window is proposed the enabling of the cards for the various zones from which the plant is composed. In the two menu "Common Areas"
and " Payment Areas " is proposed the enabling to the access to possible common
areas and to payment for the card that one
is generating.
The card is at the end created by clicking on the button "Create”. In the case one wants to
erase the generation of the card it will be sufficient clicking on the button "Clear".
Clicking the button "List" placed in the right part of the menu is visualized the list of the produced "Service cards".
15.1 Erasing of service cards
The erasing of the service cards is possible by following the afterwards procedure:
 Place a card on the cards programmer SCR- ALBM1
 Accessing the "Card information" menu as described in the previous chapter
 Click on the button "Clear" to
erase the "service" card placed on
the programmer
 Click on the button "Execute" to
confirm the erasing of the card
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15.2 Service cards enabled to access the program
During the creation of a
"service" card it is possible
to enable the access to the
program by the user without the obligation to insert
username and password
but simply leaning the
same card on the programmer of cards SCRALBM1 and click on the
icon that will be enabled.
To allow this, it is necessary creating a "service
card" as previously illustrated and select the button to "Allow the access".
In the "Login" window is
necessary inserting (and
confirm) the password for
this user and the access to
the program privileges
(minimum : only allows the creation of user/service cards; maximum : allows all the
operations without limits).
In the case one wants to keep on accessing to the software with username and
password, these will be made by what is inserted in the fields of the window.
Here below is shown an example for the user John Smith :
Name: John
Surname: Smith
Username: John.Smith (always put the “ . ” between name and surname)
Password: Insert the password and confirm it in the suitable fields in the "Login" window (the password must be composed by 6 characters at least).
After inserting all the data click on the button "Create".

The association of a service card to the program access, or the insertion of a
new username and a new password, make inactive the default password and
the access to the program. The default password will return to be active if all
the created users will be erased.
15.2.1 Password modification
The modification of the access password to
the program is possible with a previous access to the program with a guest card with
maximum privileges.
Place the service card for the password
change on the programmer SCR-ALBM1 and
access to the generation menu of the service
cards.
Click on the "Key" icon and insert the new password.
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Click on the key "Create”

The password must be composed by 6 characters at least.

16. REPORT OF THE EXECUTED OPERATIONS
Accessing to the "Operations"
menu directly from the home
page of the hotel management
application SFW-ALB04 it is possible to visualize all the operations (check in, check out, etc.)
executed by the system. Besides, clicking on the button is
enabled the possibility of making
a selection of the information to
only see the necessary ones for
its demands. In the column
"Timestamp", the information is
shown regarding the date and
the time of the executed operation; in the "User and Card" is
shown who executed the operation and what "service" card is associated; in the column
“Notes” is shown the room for which was executed the operation and, finally, in the "Operation" column is shown the executed operation (check in, check out, etc).

17. GUEST REGISTRY
17.1 Insertion of guest registry
The software of hotel management SFWALB04 allows the creation of a database of
the guests that have stayed in the structure.
The insertion page is alongside represented
and the access takes place directly from the
principal page clicking on the button "Registry". For the insertion of a new guest it is
sufficient to follow the following instructions:
1.
Insert the wished information inside the fields represented in the mask;
2. Click on the button "Save";
3. Confirm the insertion of the just created record or delete the operation.
For the insertion of the registry of a new guest it will be sufficient to push the button
"New voice" and repeat the operations described in precedence.

17.2 Erasing of guest registry
Clicking on the button "List" it will be visualized all the guests inserted in the database.
For the erasing of a guest is sufficient to follow the following instructions:
1. Select the name to erase,
2. Click on the button "Remove selection",
3. Confirm the erasing clicking on the button "OK"
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18. GENERATION OF A NEW DATABASE
The software of hotel management Stand Alone SFW-ALB04 allows the erasing of a database
and the creation of a new default database.
To do this operation is necessary accessing the directory C:\Programmi\AVE\SFW
ALB04\Resources and delete the file called "HSEdb.ldb".
After executing the taken back above operation, copy the file "HSEdb.ldb" from the folder
C:\Programmi\AVE\SFW -ALB04 to the folder C:\Programmi\AVE\SFW -ALB04\Resources.
This operation will allow to obtain a new database.

With the erasing of the database all the current data will be lost.

19. TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
ARMBus: Communication bus line dedicated to the communication between the control unit and
the devices of room/ common area (transponder readers and/or thermostats)
Master card: (cod. 44339CHM-M) It is the card in which the univocal code of the plant resides. It is
easily recognizable as it takes back the wording MASTER on the serigraphy (see figure alongside).
Besides, in the bottom corner to the right, the alphanumeric code of 4 characters of the plant is
printed. This card contains the setting of the plant data and for this reason it must be preserved
with care far from electromagnetic fields and must not be folded or drilled.
User cards: (cod. 44339CHU-M) It is the generic card that can be programmed by the system as
guest or staff service card. These cards can besides be used to create some system cards (e.g.
MASTER copy or ERASER). This card must be preserved with care far from electromagnetic fields and
must not be folded or drilled. The user cards, on demand, can be also provided without serigraphy
(completely white) for a following and possible customer personalization (AVE SpA does not offer
personalization of the user cards service).

Master card

User cards

Firmware: Application program that it is not installed on a computer but in a microcontroller and is
intended as an instruction sequence able to manage a complex device working as a transponder
reader or a thermostat. All the firmware of the devices realized by AVE can be upgraded through
technical software SFW-ALBTEC.
Software: Application program with user interface, that must be installed on a computer with
Windows ® operating system.
Electro door lock and electric interface: Electromechanical device that allows the release of the
door through an electric impulse. The electro lock is a device mounted directly on the door (e.g.
on pedestrian swing gates) while the electric interface is mounted in the jamb of the door.
FEM: acronym ; it means the power supply of the loads.
Remote assistance: it is a modality of technical support remotely operated by using an internet
connection of the two systems (the system that requires assistance and the provider of the service) and a special software of remote connection (e.s. Team Viewer). This allows the technical
assistance to analyze and solve possible problems by interacting directly with the local plant .
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20. WARNING AND DISCLAIMER
This guide is designed to provide information about SFW-ALB..software. Every efforts has
been made to make the information complete and accurate, however, no warranty or fitness
is implied. Some minor variations in the appearance of program screenshot may exist because of changes made to SFW-ALB.. software after this guide was written.
The information is provided on “as-is” basis. Ave spa shall have neither liability nor responsibility to any person or entity with respect to any loss or damages in connection with or rising
from the information contained in this guide.

For the time and terms of warranty of the single products see www.ave.it and the
current commercial catalogue.
The products should be sold in original packaging, in case adverse the retailer and/or installer must apply and transmit to the user the instructions that accompany the product and/or
published on www.ave.it and the current commercial catalogue.
AVE products are installation products. They must be installed by qualified staff according to
the current regulations and the uses, respecting the instructions of conservation, of use and
installation AVE S.p.A.
It is besides required the respect of the general conditions of sale, notes, general warnings,
warranties warnings, claims and technical advices for the installer reported on www.ave.it
and the current commercial catalogue.
All the data contained in this guide are indicative and not binding, as AVE S.p.A. reserves the
right to make any changes or variations without any notice.
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